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HELLO ALL (The Group of 5,510+ and growing):
We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible
and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta
by our Federal Government. That motivation should naturally flow from the fact
that Alberta’s energy business is the most important driver of the Canadian
economy and its health directly impacts the standard of living of every
Canadian. Unfortunately that has not happened so far!
PROOF THAT CANADA IS RUN BY A LIBERAL CABAL
Diane Francis nails exactly what is wrong with Canada and why the West will
NEVER succeed in Canada so long as things remain the way they are
today.
It was no coincidence that the current unravelling of the Liberal party was
caused by the principled objections regarding SNC-Lavalin Group Inc. by two
political newcomers against a concerted attempt to subvert justice.
It is also no coincidence that both were female and both from outside the
Quebec-Ottawa power centre that has controlled postwar Canada for
generations.
Clearly, they failed to realize the party’s lengthy tenure in Ottawa is based on
putting all things Quebec or Liberal above everything else. Instead, they
collided with this coven of Liberal civil servants, corporations, media
sympathizers, law firms, lobbyists, and caucus colleagues who salute first
and never ask questions.
Jody Wilson-Raybould and Jane Philpott, both women of immense talent
and merit before entering “public life,” were crushed and spat out for the
crime of not understanding what they were a part of. They are simply the
latest, and highest profile, victims of the dirty little secret that governs
Canada. The country’s federal government, civil service, regulated industries,
Crown corporations and its surrounding infrastructure of law firms, public and

Crown corporations and its surrounding infrastructure of law firms, public and
government relations outfits, are populated with people who went to the same
schools and grew up in Quebec, Ottawa, or Rosedale.
Canada, in other words, is run by an elite who crush and spit out whoever
breaks ranks or their code of omerta, or silence.
This is nothing new, nor is the building backlash. Every so often the Liberals
are defeated in elections, but they leave behind unscathed unelected
Liberals in crony appointments. These people move in and out as advisers,
consultants, deputy ministers, Senators, Crown corporations, directors, bank
bigshots, or CEOs of government agencies as well as regulated corporations,
dependent on Ottawa.
Electing Tories to run provinces or as Prime Minister helps drain the swamp,
but major reforms must be put in place and left behind. The RaybouldPhilpott situation illustrates this very well. If former Prime Minister Stephen
Harper had not created a legislative ring-fence around the Attorney General
and Chief Prosecutor due to past scandals, the Liberals would have ridden
roughshod over the justice system.
Opposition parties are critical to fixing a country that will never realize its
potential as long as cronyism flourishes. Top oﬃcials in government, Crown
corporations, or agencies should be vetted for conflicts, relationships, financial
connections, and partisanship. There should be a five or ten year, not a twoyear, cooling oﬀ period before government employees can join the private
sector.
Most importantly, equalization payments should be renegotiated to
eliminate the existing and unjust benefit to Quebec, and the ban on oil
tankers on the West coast should be scrapped because there’s none on
the East coast. Most importantly, the federal government must remove
barriers to entry against most of Canada by lifting bilingualism as a
primary criterion for hiring and advancement.
Only 17.5 per cent of the populace are proficient in both oﬃcial languages.
As Ottawa Citizen commentator Randall Denley wrote: “The federal
government wants to hire thousands of millennials to rejuvenate the public
service. This attempt to attract the best and brightest is laudable, but it’s not
going to happen as long as the government continues to regard bilingualism as

going to happen as long as the government continues to regard bilingualism as
a primary criterion for hiring and advancement…The government must make a
choice. Does it want the best people or the best bilingual people?”
Beyond the scandal, the truth is that, as currently constituted, Canada is not a
meritocracy, but a parochial place run by cronies who keep out others and
act as though they own it.
https://business.financialpost.com/diane-francis/the-crushing-of-wilsonraybould-and-philpott-is-proof-canada-is-run-by-a-liberal-cabal
LIBERAL PIPELINE PRIORITIES
Last year the Liberals gifted half a BILLION dollars to China’s new Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank – the AIIB. Despite the Liberal’s promise of
access to lucrative infrastructure projects in Asia for Canadian companies, not
a single Canadian company has been awarded a contract, not one
Canadian job has been created; and three pipelines have been financed in
Azerbaijan , China, and Bangladesh with your Canadian taxpayer dollars.
While the Ottawa Liberals use every tool at their disposal to phase out
Canada’s ethical energy sector and block new pipeline projects, they are
using your taxpayer dollars to help build 3 new pipelines in Asia!
Through this bank, the Ottawa Liberals are funding the Trans Anatolian
Pipeline in Azerbaijan. The contractor of this pipeline has been linked to two
major corruption scandals. The Liberals are also helping to build pipelines in
Bangladesh and China through this new bank.
This government’s pipeline priorities are completely wrong. They are more
focused on creating energy jobs in Asia whilst neglecting the highly
skilled, middle-class, energy workers here in Canada.
OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION
1. From a Reader: One thing that I think that you might emphasize when
speaking of the oil prices dipping in 2014 is that no matter what the price is,
Alberta oil is, and has been, getting considerably less per barrel than the
posted world price because we are price takers in Alberta more than
elsewhere. We have to deal in only one market, with no other options as long

elsewhere. We have to deal in only one market, with no other options as long
as we do not have pipelines beyond what we now have.
2. From a Reader: Canadian Leaders are pushing to completely stop the flow
of oil into international markets all for a flimsy NOT proven CLIMATE CHANGE
and GLOBAL WARMING THEORY. Meanwhile, I just heard on the news that
the USA has imposed a total ban on any country buying IRANIAN oil. Therefore
energy HUNGARY nations like China, India, Japan and South Korea are
desperately looking for an OIL SUPPLY. Meanwhile Canada is dithering and
flip-flopping on our most important export product. What a shame! We are
loosing market access to Russia, Saudi Arabia, the USA so on who do not take
the Climate theories as something which will eﬀect their economies. GO
FIGURE CANADA !!
3. From a Reader: CPPIB, which manages the pension savings of all
Canadians except those in Quebec, had $302.3 billion US$ of investments
overseas in the fiscal year ended March 2018, or almost 85% of its assets
under management, according to its annual report. Last month, it committed
about US$900 million in a joint bid for U.K. satellite company Inmarsat Plc.
Almost two-thirds of the Caisse’s US$309.5 billion of assets at the end of last
year were invested outside of Canada. On April 5, the Caisse announced a
deal with with France’s Engie SA to buy 90 per cent of Petroleo Brasileiro SA’s
pipeline unit TAG for US$8.6 billion.”
Both have bailed from investing in oil and gas in Canada but do so elsewhere
consistently now.
4. From a Reader: I will bet you, and ANY ONE of your readers, the sum of
$100 cash that during Kenney's tenure there will NOT be a referendum called
by him or his government on whether or not Alberta should SEPARATE from
Confederation! Equalization, possibly, and will only become probable IF the
pipelines are not built!
5. From a Reader: Greetings from some open minded people in Eastern
Canada who have not forgotten fellow Canadians in the oil patch. Despite the
censorship of our mainstream media and its success in linking any extreme
weather event to man-made climate change, we know the searing truth of
ClimateRealism will prevail. We congratulate you and fellow Albertans on
electing a government ready to lead the world in understanding that civilization
is 85% dependent upon fossil fuels for its energy. It is time to challenge the
fear mongering claim that by not reducing CO2 emissions by 50% within 12

fear mongering claim that by not reducing CO2 emissions by 50% within 12
years, climate catastrophe will sound our death knell.
ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING
In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the
need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.
1. A HISTORY OF THE COMING ICE AGE AND GLOBAL WARMING
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1109923374568890368.html?
fbclid=IwAR1_xBFWpeR2XHH3Vc83h_aIKXLGjAhK_HbK_nNntUswhVTSGLRhSyIx7Y
2. MOE OPEN TO JOINING FORCES WITH ALBERTA ON THREATENED
EQUALIZATION VOTE
https://leaderpost.com/news/saskatchewan/moe-open-to-joining-forces-withalberta-on-threatened-equalization-vote
3. A DEMAND FOR A LEVEL PLAYING FIELD - BAN ALL OIL TANKERS
FROM CANADIAN WATERS OR ABANDON BILL C-48
https://boereport.com/2019/02/05/a-demand-for-a-level-playing-field-ban-alloil-tankers-from-canadian-waters-or-abandon-bill-c-48/
4. FORCED BILINGUALISM: EXPECTED THROUGHOUT ALL OF CANADA,
EXCEPT QUEBEC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMxBp0y_Yk8
5. THE UNDOING OF ALBERTA
https://www.c2cjournal.ca/2017/09/the-undoing-of-alberta/
6. YES MR PRIME MINISTER GLOBAL WARMING PART I
https://vimeo.com/124391891
7. YES MR PRIME MINISTER GLOBAL WARMING PART II
https://vimeo.com/124392955
Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair,
inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you
would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me. Thank
you for ALL of your support and interest!

Bob
Robert J. Iverach, Q.C.
Calgary, Alberta
biverach@mac.com
If you wish to receive our emails, please email me at biverach@mac.com
stating "Subscribe".
If you do not wish to receive them, please email me at biverach@mac.com"
stating "Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!.
If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a
fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about
the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.
NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Alberta Action activities.
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